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Abstract
In this investigation,AISI 304LNaustenitic stainless steel pipeshaving25mmthickness and300mminner
diameterwith conventional andnarrowgroovewereweldedbycontinuous current gasmetal arcwelding
(GMAW) andpulse current gasmetal arcwelding (P-GMAW)process.Agas tungstenarcwelding (GTAW)
processwasused for theweldingof the rootpass.Microstructural studywas carriedout in fusionzone (FZ)
andheat-affected zone (HAZ). A favourablemicrostructure characteristicwasobserved in theP-GMAW
process.The studyof transverse shrinkage and shrinkage stressesweredoneon the conventional groovewith
GMAWandP-GMAWprocess andnarrowgroovebyP-GMAWprocess. Itwas found thatnarrowgroove
welddesignwith controlledweldingparameters can reduce45%shrinkage as compare to conventional
groove, similarly 30%reduction in shrinkage stress canbe achieved.The tensile propertieswereobserved to
increased, suchas yield strengthwas improved from260MPa to310MPaandultimate strengthwas
improved from510MPa to550MPa in the caseofnarrowgrooveweldby theP-GMAWprocess.

1. Introduction

Austenitic Stainless Steel (ASS) pipe having a significant attraction to industries for various advanced structures
like nuclear and thermal power plants, transmission pipelines of oil and gas, industrial equipment, storage tanks,
mine and railroad cars and offshore structure etc [1, 2]. The composition of ASS pipe contains chromium16%–

26%, nickel andmagnesium8%–24%, carbon generally below 0.15%and few alloying elements such asMo,N,
Ti, Nb (Cb) andTa in a small amount [3, 4]. These alloying elements can alter themechanical and chemical
properties of ASS at low aswell high temperature [5].

TheASShas excellent resistance tooxidationobserved in applications suchasboilers, nuclear reactors etc, inwhich
workorprocess requires compatible strength at high elevated temperature solid solution andparticle strengthening
mechanisms. Solid solution strengthening inASS is accomplishedby the additionof alloying elements suchas
titanium,vanadium,niobium,nitrogen,molybdenumetcDependingonalloy addition,ASSalloys aredivided into
300 and200 series, respectively, according to theAmerican IronandSteel Institute (AISI) system. InTypes 304LNand
316LN, extra-lowcarboncontent (0.030%maximum) and anitrogen rangeof 0.1 to 0.16%minimizes the
precipitationof chromiumcarbideduringwelding andcontrols the sensitizingduringpost-weldheat treatment [6].

Different welding processes were used toweld ASS. InGMAW, continuousweldmetal deposition and
automation can be attained. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process is generally used for root pass welding. In
thick pipewelding,multi-pass welding is used [7–9].

Weldingprocesses are associatedwith thermal cycles, which result in thermal straining due to the contractionof
weld andneighbouring basematerial.Due to this, it generates thermal stresses inweldment and adjacent base
material. It harms the performance ofweld and its properties like tensile, compressive, hardness andother
properties. There ismoreweldmetal deposition in thickpipe or platewelding, somoreheat required leads to
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complex higher stresses in theweld [10]. The thermal strains are produced in transverse towelddirection. In the
GMAWprocess, there is a continuous heat supply, and theP-GMAWmethod is preferred inwhichpulsed current is
used.A constant amount of argon in both theGMAWandP-GMAWprocesses is utilized as the shielding gas [11].

P-GMAWprocess heat theworkpiece comparatively less severely depending on the pulse parameters, which
improves the fusion of theweld. The appropriate pulse parameters selection through controlled thermal and
metal transfer behaviour depending on theweld pool droplet become relatively complicated due to
simultaneous influence of the pulse parameters such as peak current (Ip), base current (Ib), pulse time (tp) on
each other at a givenmean current (Im) of P-GMAWprocess [12–14].

In the present investigation, bothGMAWandP-GMAWprocesses were used for thickASS pipes for
comparing the residual shrinkages and shrinkage stresses. Thewelding parameters were selected based on
individual pipe weld groove geometries. Conventional and narrow groovedweldwere used for the study [15].

Transverse shrinkage is in the perpendicular direction to theweld direction, as shown infigure 1. It is
developed due to high localized heating and cooling ofmaterial, therefore the shrinkage is generated in the pipe
or plate. These stresses are controlled by controlling theweld area, heat input, welding procedure etc.

Transverse shrinkage stresses aremeasure by the following formula.

s =
D

´ ´-
N

a

h

E

Ls
1tr i j ( )( )

Transverse shrinkage stress (MPa) denoted by ‘σtr’, transverse shrinkage (mm) denoted by ‘Δ’, number of
weld layer denoted by ‘N’,Modulus of elasticity (GPa) denoted by ‘E’ (200GPa), straining length (mm) denoted
by ‘Ls’, wall thickness of pipe (mm) denoted by ‘h’, the average thickness of per layer depositedweldmetal (mm)
denoted by ‘a’ in the above equation.

2. Experiment

AISI 304LN austenitic stainless steel pipe having 25mm thickness and 300mm inner diameter was used for the
present investigation. The chemical composition investigated by the spectroscopy testingmachine is shown in
table 1. The spectroscopy test was done atfive different location and an average valuewas calculated.

Figure 1. Schematic diagramof transverse shrinkage in a pipeweld.

Table 1.Chemical composition of AISI 304LN.

Chemical analysis (Wt%)

Material C Cr Ni Mn N Mo Si Cu S P

Basemetal (304LN) 0.035 19.6 10 2.0 0.14 — 0.75 — 0.03 0.04
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The consumables used forGMAWwasfiller wire/electrode and shielding gas. ForGMAWprocess
commercial argon of 99.98%purity was used as a shielding gas. Thefiller wire/electrodewas selected as per the
WRC-92 Siewert diagram [5, 7] to avoid hot cracking. SFA-5.9-ER308Lfiller wire was used forweldingwith a
1.2mmdiameter of the electrode. Amodern transistorized power source of EWMmake, Phoenix 401Concept
plus FKG/Phoenix, 401Concept plus FKWmodel was used.During P-GMAWweldingwire feed ratewas
capable of self-adjusting the other parameters such as arc voltage, peak current, background current, or base
current.

A 1Gposition control fixture unit to control the rotation of pipewith the help of dcmotor to give continuous
rotation and position of pipe was used. The pipe was clamped on the fixture plate with the help of four slot
fixture. The plate can handle pipe range 150mm to 900mmouter diameter. Torchmanipulator is used to
holding the torch at a given angle and distance. It hasfive degrees of freedom. It has an arm that canmove up-
down and left-right. A gunfixture ismounted on this arm, rotating and giving smallmovement in up-down and
left-right direction.

ASME section ix as per boiler and pressure codewas used for Conventional and narrow groove designing
[16]. The conventional groove has an angle of attack between 35° to 45°. There are some parameters, which
should be kept inmindwhile designing a narrow groove. These parameters include groovewidth, angle of
attack, depth of fusion and electrode towork distance.With this consideration three different grooves are
designed having groovewidth of 27.0mm (Conventional groove), 18.9mmand 15.8mm (narrow groove) as
shown infigure 2. By changing the groove design, will change theweld area that to befilled bywelding process.
The conventional groove area is 398.10mm2,which is 40%higher as compare to narrow groove as shown in
table 2.

Root pass of all grooves was done byGTAWprocess and the process parameters are shown in table 3. The
GMAWprocess parameter studywas done on conventional and narrow groovewelding and selected based on
weld bead height, width, penetration, andweld pass on the groove. A typical appearance of thefirst and ninth
weld pass on the conventional groove is shown infigure (a). Thefirst and fifthweld pass on the narrow groove is
shown infigures 3(a), (b), the final parameter for theGMAWwelding on conventional and narrow grooves, as
shown in table 4.Heat input per unit length has been calculated by equation no (i) and (ii) forGMAWand
P-GMAWprocess, respectively, where arc efficiency (η)was considered as 0.7 [17].

h= ´
´

´
KJ

Welding Current A Arc Voltage V

Welding speed s
Heat input cm

1000 cm
i( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )

/

Figure 2. (a)Conventional groove (b)Narrow groovewidth 18.9mm (b)NarrowGroovewidth 15.8mm.

Table 2.Weld area of different groove geometry.

Name of groove and groovewidth Weld area (mm2)

conventional groove, 27mm 398.10

narrow groove, 18.9mm 288.84

narrow groove, 15.8mm 283.60

Table 3.GTAWparameter for root pass.

Voltage (V) Current(A) Welding speed (cmmin−1)

14 185 5.0–7.6

3
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h= ´
´

´
Heat input KJ cm

Mean Current A Arc Voltage V

1000 Welding speed cm s
ii( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )/
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+
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Ip is Peak current, Ib is base current, tp is Peak current time and

tb is Base current time
The tensile test was performed as per the ASTME8Mspecification. The tensile test was performed on at least

three specimens to conclude the average final tensile property. The dimension of the tensile samplewas shown in
figure 4, and the cutting location of the sample shown infigure 5.

Impact toughness test of the basematerial andweld centre was carried out at ambient temperature by
CharpyV-notch. Square cross-sectioned (10× 10mm) specimen according to theASTME23 specificationwas
used for the test. The basematerial specimenwith notch location at circumferential and transverse direction, as
shown schematically infigure 5was tested. The notchwas located in the circumferential direction of theweld
centre therefore the cracking plane lies along the direction of welding.

Vicker hardness tester was used tofind the hardness of basemetal, weld joint across theweld andHAZ. 5 kg
loadwith 30 s dwell timewas used tomake an indentation and find the properties. The test was carried out at the
centre line, 5mmaway from the centreline inweldment, HAZ and basemetal.

Onemethod to check the uniformity of weldwithout the specimen’s destruction is ultrasonic inspection.
The basic principle behind this test is the loss of energy of the high-frequencywaves sent in theweld.When it
encounters any discontinuity, it shows some attendant loss. During this process, the subsurface defect is detected

Table 4.Welding parameters for conventional and narrow groove.

Gasflow rate Travel speed
Welding parameters

S I/Im Ip Ib tb tp

Welding process Groove Voltage (V) l min−1 cmmin−1 (A)(A) (s) (s)
Heat input

(kJ cm−1)

GMAW Conventional (27mm) 27.2±1.5 10 19.8 230 — 12.85±0.53
P-GMAW Conventional(27mm) 24.1±1.5 14 13.3 140 210 70 .2 .2 11.22±0.35
P-GMAW Narrow groove (18.9& 15.8) 23.2±1.5 14 13.3 135 200 70 .2 .2 10.07±1.25

Figure 3.At a given heat input, the typical appearance of bead on (a) conventional groove at different weld pass (i) 1st weld pass (ii) 9th
weld pass (b)narrow groove at (i) 1st weld pass (ii) 5thweld pass.
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without any damage to thematerial. Themeanwhile display shows the reflected beam,which is then analysed to
find the defect spot and its location.

There are two axes on-screenX (horizontal) andY (vertical). TheX-axis shows the depth of discontinuities,
andY-axis shows the intensity of discontinuities. The ultrasonic test result shows no peaks in theweld region;
henceweldwas qualified as a soundweld. Ultrasonic inspection has some advantages such as high sensitivity for
planer defect, and results are received immediately, higher accuracy tofind the position, size, shape and nature of
the defect, size andweight of themachine is less, so it is easy to portable, high penetration capability and requires
only oneflat surface to do the test.

3. Result and discussion

Themacroscopic cross-section view of theweld bead ofGMAWandP-GMAWprocess on conventional and
narrow grooves has been shown infigure 6. Figure 6 depicts there is noflaw and theweldwas sound and free
from any defect. The conventional groove consist of 11weld passes forGMAWandP-GMAWprocess, whereas
the narrow groove has eight weld passes. The groove’s total heat input is 140, 115, 82 kJ cm−1 for conventional
grooveGMAWprocess, conventional groove P-GMAWprocess, andNarrow groove P-GMAWprocess,
respectively.

Figure 5. Schematic view for the collection of specimens fromvarious locations in theweld and basemetal for differentmechanical
testing.

Figure 4.Tensile test specimen diagram.

5
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3.1. Transverse shrinkage
The transverse shrinkagewasmeasured after a subsequent weld pass. It was estimated by taking the distance
between two pointsmarked in theweld transverse direction. Initially, the distance was 50mmafter every pass we
measure this distance. Readingwas taken at four points which aremarked on the circumference of pipe at equal
distance.

Transverse shrinkagewasmeasured at four different cross-sections of pipe, as shown infigure 7. The average
cumulative transverse shrinkages on these cross-sections are shown in tables 5 and 6 for the conventional groove
(weld byGMAWandP-GMAW) and narrow groove (weld by P-GMAW) process, respectively. Thefigure 8
depicts that the pipe of conventional groovewelded byGMAWhas the overall average shrinkage in the range of

Figure 6. (a)Conventional groovewelded byGMAW, (b) conventional groovewelded by P-GMAW, (c)narrow groovewelded by
P-GMAW.

Figure 7. Schematic of circumferential locations tomeasure shrinkage.

Table 6.Cumulative transverse shrinkage for pipeweld joints.

Cumulative shrinkage in the

pipe, (mm)

Process

Groove type (groovewidth
inmm) Heat input (kJ cm−1)

No.

of pass 1–1 2–2 3–3 4–4

Average shrink-

age (mm)

P-GMAW Narrow (18.9mm) 10.07±1.25 8 3.09 3.18 3.05 3.15 3.12

P-GMAW Narrow (15.8mm) 10.07±1.25 8 2.76 2.95 2.82 2.85 2.85

Table 5.Cumulative Transverse shrinkage for conventional pipeweld joints.

Heat input

Cumulative shrinkage in the

pipe, (mm)

Process Groove type (kJ cm−1) No. of pass 1–1 2–2 3–3 4–4 Average shrinkage (mm)

GMAW Conventional (27mm) 12.85±0.53 11 5.11 5.28 6.05 5.78 5.56

P-GMAW Conventional (27mm) 11.22±0.35 11 4.70 4.31 4.11 4.63 4.44

6
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5.56mm,which is approximately 1.16mmhigher than the pipewelded by the P-GMAWprocess in the same
groove. This is happening becausemore heat is supplied in theGMAWprocess as compare to the P-GMAW
process [18]. Further reduction in shrinkagewas observed in the case of narrow groove pipewelded by the
P-GMAWprocess. An approximate 45% reductionwas observed in the shrinkage of narrow groove pipeweld by
the P-GMAWprocess, as shown infigure 9,mainly due to a decrease in heat input and groove area. Thefigure 9
also depicts that the shrinkagewill further increase as increase in the groove area.

3.2. Transverse shrinkage stresses
The estimation of transverse shrinkage stress is generally a function of heat input, weld area and plate thickness.
Thewelding process is associatedwith a thermal cycle of heating and cooling rate of theweld pool; this is the
primary reason for the development of transverse shrinkage. The equation no. (iii) is used for themeasurement
of transverse shrinkage stress [19].

Average transverse shrinkage stress (σavg) and standard deviation of welded pipe were calculate by using
equation no (iv).

Figure 9.Average cumulative transverse shrinkage for all welds.

Figure 8.Average transverse shrinkage between subsequent passes (a) conventional grooves (b)Narrow grooveweld.

7
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The transverse shrinkage stresses in a different cross-section (as shown infigure 7) are shown in table 7 for
conventional groovewelded byGMAWprocess, which shows themaximum stress of 325MPa in pipe cross-
section 3-3. The stress in intermediate pipe cross-section 1-2 and 4-1 are in compressive nature, and the other
cross-section has tensile nature of the stress based on the increasing or decreasing nature of the stress. The
stresses were reduced by 20%when the same groovewelded by the P-GMAWprocess, as shown in table 8. This is
happening due to the reduction of the cooling rate from12.85±0.53 kJ cm−1 to 11.22±0.35 kJ cm−1 by the
application of the P-GMAWprocess are shown in table 9. Further, reduction in groove area and heat input per
pass as a narrow groove and their stresses are shown in tables 10 and 11 for the narrow groove 18.9 and 15.8mm,
respectively. These result shows further reduction in the stress to 214.32±8.40MPa for 18.9mmnarrow
groove and 202.80±9.48MPa for 15.8mmnarrow groove.

3.3.Microstructure
The typical weldmicrostructures of basemetal is shown in figure 10. Theweldmicrostructures for a given heat
input of 12.85±53 kJ cm−1 usingGMAWprocess is shown infigures 11(a) and (b) respectively. Similarly, for
P-GMAWat a given heat input for conventional groove 11.22±0.35 kJ cm−1 and narrow groove 9.25±1.5 kJ
cm−1, the typicalmicrostructures of weld deposits have been shown infigures 11(c)–(f) respectively. The
microstructures presented infigure 11 shows differentmorphology for P-GMAandGMAwelds depending on
theirmultipass weld deposits. The P-GMAweld deposit shows considerable refinement inmicrostructure along

Table 7.Estimated value ofσ(i−i) andσ(i−j) for the conventional grooveweld prepared usingGMAWprocess.

Estimated value ofσ(i−i) (MPa) Estimated value ofσ(i−j) (MPa)

σ(1–1) = ´ ´
´5.11

11

3.56

25

200 1000

50
= 264.83 σ(1–2)=(σ(1–1)+σ(2–2) )/2

= (264.83+280.32)/2
= 272.58

σ(2–3)=(σ(2–2)+σ(3–3))/2

σ(2–2) = ´ ´
´5.28

11

3.65

25

200 1000

50
= 280.32 = (280.32+325.60)/2

= 302.96

σ(3–4)=(σ(3–3)+σ(4–4))/2

σ(3–3) = ´ ´
´6.05

11

3.75

25

200 1000

50
= 325.60 = (325.60+300.14)/2

= 312.87

σ(4–1)=(σ(4–4)+σ(1–1))/2

σ(4–4) = ´ ´
´5.78

11

3.57

25

200 1000

50
= 300.14 = (300.14+264.83)/2

= 282.49

Estimation of theσavg=
1

4
× (272.58+302.96+312.87+282.87)= 292.82

Estimation of S.D.= ´1

4⎡⎣ {(292.82–272.58)2+ (292.82–302.96)2+ (292.82–312.87)2+(292.82–282.87)2}]= 14.45

Table 8.Transverse stresses showing its nature at different locations of conventional (27mm) groovewelded byGMAW.

Weld location Transverse shrinkage stress (MPa) Nature Average transverse shrinkage stress±Std. Dev. (MPa)

1–2 272.58 Compressive

2–3 302.96 Tensile

3–4 312.87 Tensile 292.82±14.45
4–1 282.87 Compressive

Table 9.Transverse stresses showing its nature at different locations of conventional (27mm) groovewelded byGMAW.

Weld location Transverse shrinkage stress (MPa) Nature Average transverse shrinkage stress±Std. Dev. (MPa)

1–2 238.37 Tensile

2–3 218.61 Compressive

3–4 229.62 Compressive 234.00±11.31
4–1 249.38 Tensile

8
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with scarcely distributed coaxial dendritic structure, whereas theGMAwelds significantly consists of both
coaxial dendritic and reheated refined regions [20]. In P-GMAwelds, the increased grain refinement in
microstructure was observedwith the lowering of heat input from11.22 to 9.25 kJ cm−1 respectively (figure 11).

The typicalmicrostructures of theHAZof the conventional weld joint prepared at a given heat input of
11.22±1.35 kJ cm−1 by using the P-GMAWprocess have been shown in figures 11(c) and (d) respectively.
Similarly, at a given heat input of 9.25±1.5 kJ cm−1, the typicalmicrostructures of weldHAZ shown in
figures 11(e) and (f) respectively. Coarse grainedmicrostructure was observed at theHAZ adjacent to the fusion
line of the P-GMA,GMAweld [20].

3.4.Mechanical properties
3.4.1. Tensile properties
The comparative analysis of tensile properties forGMAWandP-GMAWweld joints of the pipes are shown in
figure 12. The basematerial having an ultimate tensile strength of 532MPa and yield strength of 265MPa. The
figure 11 depicts that the tensile properties of welded pipe aremore in all conditions than the basematerial. The
conventional groovewelded by theGMAWprocess achieves a yield strength of 280MPa and ultimate strength of
548MPa,Which P-GMAWcan increase because the P-GMAWprocess has a pulsing arc. Themaximumyield
strength and ultimate strengthwas observed as 320MPa and 574MPa respectively, when the pipewaswelded by
the P-GMAWprocess for the narrow groove of 15.8mm.As heat input increases due to arcing parameter or
groove area increases, there is a significant reduction in yield strength but ultimate strength remainsmore or less
the same. This behaviour confirms themicrostructural characteristics of theweld at different heat input [21, 22].

Figure 10.Typicalmicrostructure of basemetal.

Table 10.Transverse stresses showing its nature at different locations of narrow (18.9mm) groovewelded byGMAW.

Weld location Transverse shrinkage stress (MPa) Nature Average transverse shrinkage stress±Std. Dev. (MPa)

1–2 224.80 Tensile 214.32±8.40
2–3 210.36 Compressive

3–4 202.86 Compressive

4–1 219.29 Tensile

Table 11.Transverse stresses showing its nature at different locations of narrow (15.8mm) groovewelded byGMAW.

Weld location Transverse shrinkage stress (MPa) Nature Average transverse shrinkage stress±Std. Dev. (MPa)

1–2 194.73 Compressive 202.80±9.48
2–3 209.87 Tensile

3–4 214.30 Tensile

4–1 192.19 Compressive

9
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In P-GMAwelds, the tensile properties improvewith the lowering of heat transfer in the longitudinal
directions due to the almost similar chemical composition of weld deposits with the variation in pulse
parameters.

3.4.2. Charpy impact toughness
Charpy impact energy test was performed at room temperature (RT) for all weld joints having notch orientation
in their circumferential direction (figure 5). A set of fracture samples has been shown infigure 13 and the result
has been given in table 12. The table primarily depicts that all theweld joints have passed the acceptance criterion
(minimumvalue of 120 J for Charpy impact toughness in basemetal and 90 J in theweldmetal [23]. Such
improvement in fracture toughness is primarily governed by refinement inmicrostructure in theweld zone [24].
The P-GMAWprocess showsmore refinement in thematrix as compared to theGMAWprocess because of the
pulsing effect of arc as discussed in themicrostructure.

3.4.3. Hardness
The location of the hardness test has been shown infigure 14, where CL is the centre line and FL is the fusion line.
The influence of variation on hardness in P-GMAandGMAwelds in transverse and throughweld has been
shown infigure 15. Amaximumhardness of 270HV atCLwas observed in narrow groovewelded by the

Figure 11.Typicalmicrostructure (a) conventional groove (27mm) at near fusion line (b) conventional groove (27mm) in FZ, (c)
P-GMAweld conventional groove (27mm) at near fusion line (d)P-GMAweld conventional groove (27mm) in FZ, (e)P-GMAweld
narrow groove (18.9mm) at near fusion line (f)P-GMAweld narrow groove (18.9mm) in FZ.

10
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Figure 12.Tensile properties forGMA andP-GMAweld joints of different grooves at their circumferential direction.

Figure 13.Photograph showing theCharpy specimen afterweld test (a)GMAweld, conventional groove, (b)P-GMAW, conventional,
(C)P-GMAW, narrow (18.9mm) groove.

Table 12.Charpy properties for GMAandP-GMAweld joints of different
grooves at their circumferential direction.

Process

Groove

width (mm)
Heat input (KJ

cm−1) Energy absorbed, (J)

GMAW 27 12.85±0.53 136 143

143

150

P-GMAW 27 11.22±0.35 135 147.5

145

162

18.9 10.07±1.25 155 160

155

170

18.9 10.07±1.25 154 160

159

168
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P-GMAWprocess at heat input of 10.07±1.25 kJ cm−1 compared to the other joint at heat input of
12.85±0.53 kJ cm−1, which gives a clear avoidance of high cooling rate in theweld zone. Further, The variation
inmicrostructuremay have affected the hardness distribution inweld deposits due to its influence on the size
and distribution of carbide precipitation [25] in thematrix. Hardness distribution inweld deposit andHAZ for
conventional grooveGMAWweld joint at heat input of 12.85±0.53 kJ cm−1 is relatively lower than
conventional and narrow groovewelded by P-GMAWat heat input of 10.07±1.25 kJ cm−1.

4. Conclusion

• P-GMAwelding produced soundweld over conventional grooveGMAat a comparatively lower heat input of
11.22±1.35KJ cm−1. Reduced transverse shrinkage and comparatively lowerweld shrinkage stress was
observed in P-GMAwelding overGMAwelding.

• Narrow groovewelding using P-GMAWprocess resulted in reduction in number of passes and area of weld
deposit to about 30%–40%by volume.

• Narrow groove design using P-GMAWprocess reduced shrinkage stresses at almost constant heat input.

• Tensile properties were improved by 5%–10%by using P-GMAwelding process.

• Narrow groove design having lowerweld deposited area ensued lower heat input that led to decreased
transverse shrinkage and lowering shrinkage stress to 20%–35%.

• Themajor observationwas that theNarrow groove designwith P-GMAWprocess can remarkablyminimize
the transverse shrinkage and shrinkage stresses of theweld.

Figure 14. Schematic representation of different points where hardness was taken.

Figure 15.The typical variation in hardness observed across thewidth of theGMAandP-GMAweld in conventional and narrow
grooves.
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